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Following a period of internment in England during the Second World
War, the Bauhaus master Ludwig Hirschfeld Mack was deported
from England to Australia on the HMT Dunera. After spending
more time in various internment camps in regional Australia,
Hirschfeld Mack was released due to the intervention of Dr James
Darling, principal of Geelong Grammar School. Hirschfeld Mack
taught as Art Master at Geelong Grammar during the years 1942–
57. Retiring from this position, Hirschfeld Mack taught Fine Arts
students at the University of Melbourne while also giving lectures at
Kew Kindergarten College.
Through his inspirational presence as a teacher, Ludwig Hirschfeld
Mack gave rise to a small artist’s group in Melbourne in the early
1960s. Bernard Hutting was a student of Hirschfeld Mack’s at
Geelong Grammar in the mid to late 1950s, meeting kindergarten
student teachers Hilary Sorensen and Sandra Bridie at Kew
Kindergarten College in the late 1950s.
Inspired by their lecturer Hirschfeld Mack, his background in the
Bauhaus, its aesthetic of formalism and the pedagogical possibilities
that this art introduced them to, this small band of students decided
to embark on a series of art projects outside of college hours. They
used simple colours and forms based on the geometric forms of
infant’s toys such as blocks, balls and educational wooden objects.
In 1960, after leaving college, Hutting, Sorensen and Bridie further
distilled their ideas for their project. They formulated a series of
conceptual constraints and wrote a brief manifesto – and an artist’s
group was born. The group was called colour + form and the
parameters they set themselves were minimal: a basic geometric
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form attached to a primary colour was allocated to each member,
and they would produce work purely from that form and in that
colour. The allocations were as follows:
Hilary Sorensen: Red Square
Bernard Hutting: Blue Circle
Sandra Bridie: Yellow Triangle
From this seemingly straitened premise, a surprising array of both
serious and playful possibilities emerged. These, in turn, generated
an extensive collection of artworks, events and publications that the
group continue to produce to this day.
Now in their mid-seventies and laying claim to being the longest
running abstract art movement in Australia, colour + form has an
extensive exhibiting history as a group and as individuals within
Australia, Europe and South America. These include numerous
collaborations or ‘intersections’ with international groups such as
GRAV (Groupe de Recherche d’Art Visuel) Paris, 1960–68 and the
Neo-Concrete movement in Brazil, 1959–61.
The exhibition titled colour + form : art + play re-enacts an
interactive, play-premised installation that was first presented by the
group in a series of international art residencies in the mid 1970s,
the first being at Adjacent Space in Birmingham, UK. During these
residencies, visitors to the art spaces were invited to assemble the
wooden geometric play equipment as they pleased and to use it
‘as a child would’. The project was extensively documented; each
participant was posted photographs of their engagement once the
group colour + form had returned to Australia.
Exhibition statement, colour + form : art and play, 1996
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Interview with Sandra Bridie by Hedda Savill
August 2016

Hedda Savill: We are here to talk to Sandra Bridie prior to the opening of her
retrospective exhibition, Sandra Bridie: 60 years of art + play, at the Modular
Gallery in Melbourne. How does it feel to see 60 years of output spread out over
six gallery spaces?
Sandra Bridie: It feels a little odd, I must say. I hope it is not the death
knell to my career! You mostly see retrospective exhibitions for dead
people. I am admittedly 89 years old, but I feel like I am still going
strong and have new ideas to propel me into my studio each day. It
is also a celebration of sorts, I guess: proof that I have kept at it for
60 years. I do find it difficult to look at my past work in this museum
context, though; it looks so clean and neat!
How did you feel about working with a team of curators towards this exhibition?
Did it give you a sense of perspective on your output?
It was so flattering to have all the attention from the young curators,
and their insights and comments buoyed me along. You know,
you keep making work all these years and especially in the years
since colour + form from 1998, when Bernard died, when I have
been working essentially on my own. You pile it up, you have your
intermittent exhibitions in regional galleries or you send work
overseas to be seen in modernist movement survey exhibitions, but
even so, it feels like it is going out there to the void. It is hard to sense
the work’s reception. Having the curators in my studio, methodically
working their way through the stacks of work – the reams of written
documents, and masses of photos and slides and films – was the most
utterly satisfying experience of my and colour + form’s endeavours
being appreciated, or taken in. I was rather sad when the research
stage was over. It is a wonderful opportunity to trace the history of
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c + f from 1958 to 1998, which has not been done before, and also
to look at my individual work since 1998, which, of course, continues
the legacy of c + f.
The Modular Gallery has presented the work in decades, one decade per salon,
and kept all the informational or didactic panels on your life and career in the
foyer area. Did you feel that this division of decades and information lent sense to
the work? Did you have input into the arrangement of the exhibition?
No, I didn’t. That was the curator’s affair. I actually argued for the
work to be arranged more clearly in ‘species,’ if you like: projections in
one room, installations in another, collaborative projects in another,
sculptures in another and then painting, drawing and background
sketches in another. But, as it turns out, this kind of categorisation
of work has been achieved by curating in decades: by isolating one
medium or direction of the collaborative work or individual work
per decade.
It does lend a sense of finality to the work, though, dividing the
exhibition into decades. It makes me feel a little like time is running
out. What will go in the seventh room for my next retrospective? Ha,
not sure there will be one! This exhibition is an honour, but such a
big deal. It has been taxing process and has taken at least two or so
years to realise.
Hopefully once the show has opened you will be able to relax and enjoy the
experience and the attention on your life’s work. It has certainly been a long time
coming, this opportunity for an extensive public exhibition of your individual and
collaborative work, and your place in the artistic landscape is well due for such
an event.
Thank you. Yes, I must admit to feeling a little anxious, but excited
as well. The retrospective has taken time away from my studio and I
have found that somewhat distracting. You see, I like to get into the
studio each day and I always have a series of works on the go. To
disrupt that puts me out of sorts.
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Do you mind if we utilise the format of the exhibition to discuss your life as an
artist decade by decade? Not that life is so neat, but there have been definite stages
or phases to your career. You began working in the late ‘50s when you formed
the artist’s group colour + form with Bernard Hutting and Hilary Sorensen – is
that correct?
Not sure that it was so clear that we were embarking on an art career,
as such. It was a kind of pedagogical experiment that Hilary, Bernard
and I were trying out, and definitely not within an art context. The
three of us were studying infant education at Kew Kindergarten
College under Ludwig Hirschfeld Mack in the late ‘50s. Bernard
had been lucky enough to be a student of the inspirational Hirschfeld
Mack at Geelong Grammar, and decided to study at Kew due to his
teacher moving on from Geelong to Kew to lecture in early childhood
learning. Hilary and I hung around with Bernard, even though I was
a little older than most of the students there. Prior to going to college,
I had worked in sales, travelled and generally had an aimless series
of unskilled jobs when I decided to gain a qualification as a teacher
at age 30.
Could you talk a little about Ludwig Hirschfeld Mack and his influence on
your group?
Ludwig Hirschfeld Mack was an early student at the Bauhaus,
studying under artists like Kandinsky and Klee. He became a
Master there but was forced to leave Germany due to the war. He
actually came out to Australia on the famous HMS Dunera and stayed
in internment camps on arrival. Fortunately, the head of Geelong
Grammar knew of Hirschfeld Mack, and he was released on being
invited to teach at the grammar school. He was there for a large part
of the ‘40s and ‘50s and his teaching inspired many of his students,
including Bernard Hutting. I did not know about Hirschfeld Mack
when I went to the Kew College; it was only through meeting Bernard
that Hilary and I benefitted from his friendship with our lecturer.
Hirschfeld Mack was so supportive of our endeavours, absolutely
pivotal in gaining an audience for our strange little projects.
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Our engagement began as an occasional affair, though with serious
intentions from the beginning. Based on the influence of Hirschfeld
Mack’s approach to learning, and a love of the Bauhaus and its
potential for play for both adults and children, with its use of simple
forms, colour, movement and design, we designed a program or
series of art or play projects outside of college hours: interactive
or participatory play-based events using wooden forms, primary
colours, and colour-and-number-instructed musical instruments.
More or less, what we were doing was transposing the experiences
we were giving to kindergarten-aged children to adults. I think in
Melbourne at the time, late ‘50s, this was a pretty radical model,
and as I say, we did not consider it as art; it was an extension of
pedagogical play but presented for participants of any age. So, that’s
the ‘50s.
It does indeed sound unusual within the art landscape of the time to be presenting
what sound like installation events.
In a way, we skipped the local influence of what other artists were
doing at the time to look at a more international approach of hybrid
practice. We were not really intent on being recognised as artists or
even presenting ‘art’. It was more like we were playing out ideas that
interested us, which came from the experience of the kindergarten
classroom and playground and that give children so much to engage
with. Our experiment was to see if the joy of play could be resumed
for adults if you designed the right environment. We wanted to
play in those environments ourselves, so that was the first impulse:
us playing.
What was the response to these occasional events?
It was fun. People got that part of it – they enjoyed walking on
the balancing beams, climbing into oversized blocks, and so on. It
was probably more as we created a sequence of these events that
a thematic approach came in, and it began to take the form of a
conceptual program, albeit with play elements. In 1960, once we
had left college and began working as kindergarten teachers, we
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would meet up to talk about where we wanted to take our project.
After a few meetings, we wrote up a distillation of our ideas in a
brief manifesto and we named our group ‘colour + form’ and our
artist’s group was born. In the manifesto (slightly grandiose name, I
guess, but we were pretty serious about our play) we devised a series
of conceptual constraints to abide by. The parameters we set were
minimal – a basic geometric form was attached to a primary colour
and allocated to each of the three members. From thereon each
would produce work purely in that form and that colour.
Who was allocated which colour and which form in colour + form, and did you
all agree on the allocation?
We did the hat thing so that no-one would feel disgruntled, should
they have been invested in any particular colour or form. We wrote
on scraps of paper, putting the three ‘forms’ or shapes in an envelope,
and selected these first followed by the colours, and then repeated the
same process. The allocations were as follows: Bernard was given
the blue circle, Hilary was given the red square, and I was given
the yellow triangle. I was really happy with this allocation and have
essentially kept to this for my entire career.
A very unusual beginning to a life as an artist: prior to entering the Kew
Kindergarten College, were you interested in art? Did you do painting at school
or go to classes in adult education before college?
No. I have never made a representational or figurative work. I did not
go through that progression at all. I began as an abstract artist and
have had no yen to attain traditional skills in drawing or painting.
Those skills no doubt would have come in handy, though, as I had
a lot of trouble formally composing my work for a long time, and I
suspect that if I had learnt observational drawing, perspective and
composition may have helped there. So, some of my early work was
quite ungainly. I think that is still evident in the 1950s and 1960s
rooms of the exhibition.
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Could you talk about the 1960s? This was a decade of exciting activity for
the group.
This is when it all started to happen for us. As a collective, we created
work under colour + form, until the death of Bernard in 1998, for
forty years. During the ‘60s we committed ourselves to the collective
and had an active exhibition, exchange and residency program
that kept momentum up until the end of the 80’s. I will group
these decades together because essentially I was making work for
the collective and not making any work individually, which I found
myself doing more in the ‘90s.
We worked well as a group despite the possible complication of
Bernard and Hilary being in a relationship, leaving me as the third
wheel. It was really exciting: we had residencies in France, Germany
and Brazil; we created numerous ‘intersections’ with such groups as
GRAV (Groupe de Recherche d’Art Visuel) in Paris at projectLEFT
in the mid ‘1960s; and we met up with members from Neocretismo,
or the Neo-Concrete movement, in Brazil in the early ‘60s. Whereas
in Melbourne and Australia, in the 1960s our project seemed a bit out
of synch, possibly ahead of its time, I don’t know, when we travelled
with colour + form it seemed that we were in good company rather
than experiencing an abyss of misunderstanding, which we did at
home.
Would you say you suffered from a ‘tall poppy’ syndrome at home?
Hardly! There was no field for us to be a tall poppy in! Art locally was
limited to painting and sculpture, with the dawning of expanded field
sculpture in the very late ‘60s and early ‘70s. It was only once JeanneClaude and Christo visited Australia and created Wrapped Coast,
bringing in lots of young artists and students to assist in the mammoth
task of wrapping Little Bay in Sydney, that things started stirring in
an interesting way for us. We joined in as assistants in the Wrapped
Coast, which was an amazing experience! Apart from working with
Jeanne-Claude and Christo, which was experience enough, we were
able to meet and hang out with so many young and interesting artists
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on the verge of their careers, who we are still in touch with today.
Can you talk us through the work that is in the 1958–68 room?
Well, as you can see, it begins with very rudimentary work: crude
plywood forms sloppily painted, and early sculptural components for
play installations, which are in very bad condition now after decades
in storage. But I made the choice not to repaint or remake the
works as they show the patina of past engagements: chipping, grimy
fingerprints, marks from being transported from here to there. Also,
there is the documentation of the formation of colour + form: the
meeting notes, the drafts of our simple manifesto, and posters and
early documentation of events held in a local kindergarten. Also in
the rooms are early banners and oversized homemade slides for our
primitive interactive projection works.
colour + form, as a conception, is truly pedagogical and in a way could be
seen as an extension of your educational philosophies. All three of you, Bernard,
Hilary and you yourself, invested in education as your primary commitment. The
movement into art could be seen as a direct extension of that. Could you talk about
the school you set up with Bernard and Hilary?
Of course, this was a wonderful opportunity. We, alongside several
other early childhood educators, were invited by the grammar school
in Canberra to lead in the design of a new infant school for children
from age four to seven. Erin Street Infant School was the outcome.
Here, we could apply our philosophy of child-led or curiosity-led
instruction – influenced of course by Steiner, Piaget and Montessori,
but with our twist of creativity being a principle way into education.
We created cubby houses and had a wonderful outdoor area. The
school building was designed to our specifications and won a number
of awards. Children would come in at the beginning of the day and
negotiate with their teachers which direction they would follow and
which activities they would do for the day. We had a large number of
staff considering the size of the school – the staff to student ratio was
one of the highest in Australia. It was a bit of a utopian experiment
in learning, not something that could happen today. We insisted
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that staff only work three days per week and we employed creatively
minded teachers, who were also engaged in cultural activities outside
of teaching such as musicians, artists, actors, writers, designers, etc.
The staff was encouraged to take up opportunities in their creative
fields, such as overseas residencies and time out for research or
performance schedules. This broader engagement by all staff was
seen as enriching the teaching experience for the students. It also
meant that there was no burn-out. We also instilled a policy of six
months leave each five years for staff, acknowledging that the extreme
focus required for good teaching was also exhausting. Teaching at
Erin Street allowed Bernard, Hilary and me to be in regular contact,
to devise projects informed by our teaching environment. But also
the time-out clause allowed us to embark on overseas projects and
residencies that would have been impossible if we had been teaching
in regular schools. Through to 1990 we all taught at Erin Street, and
the supportive staff there would be the most eager audience at many
of our projects.
In 1990 Erin Street Infant School was closed. How did this impact on your
careers as artists?
Yes, unfortunately the school was closed when the grammar school
deemed it was more efficient and economical to integrate the entire
primary school onto one campus. We were offered to continue on at the
grammar primary school as staff, but as we were nearing retirement
age in 1990, and knowing the teaching philosophy of the larger school,
we decided to resign. Bernard, Hilary and I then focussed on colour +
form and became fully-fledged artists, in our 60s.
The 1968–78 room in the gallery really links in with the educational focus you
have just spoken of. Could you speak about this installation?
This piece I think epitomises our approach to art + play, and the
equipment in the room was used in several different locations and
contexts. I hope that the public will engage with this work as they
have done in the past. This is the c+f patented play equipment of
large marine ply boxes, beams, trestles and circles, designed for
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heavy wear and play. The equipment for our gallery and museum
shows is larger than the equipment that we used at Erin Street Infant
School, but the purpose for it is the same. All equipment is painted
in red, blue and yellow according to the shape of the equipment, and
it sits on fall-proof padded mats. When we presented these pieces for
the audience to play on, we also offered to record their engagement
with time-release photography – as you can see in the poster from
projectLeft, which shows artist’s group Exhibit A’s sequence of play
with the equipment. The c + f equipment was popular with schools
and created a healthy sideline of income for the three of us.
You have spoken a bit about your various overseas residencies and your engagement
with movements on the continent and in South America, but I would like to ask
you about your engagement with other artist’s groups and movements in Australia
in the ‘60s and ‘70s. You said the ‘scene’ changed after Wrapped Coast: in
what way? And did this create a space for you to work with others or allow your
work in c + f to be viewed differently in Australia?
Yes. The experience with Wrapped Coast allowed us to broaden our
engagement with artists in Australia. I am not sure if we were involved
in ‘movements’ here so much as we were with GRAV and NeoConcrete. We did have residencies in Adelaide, at the Experimental
Art Space, in the late ‘70s, and we also did some play installations
over a couple of the Mildura Sculpture Triennials in the early 1970s,
before it lost its direction.
The first two rooms are focussed on the collaborative work with Bernard and
Hilary; in the 1978–88 room we see your individual work. Could you talk about
this and whether you did much work away from the collaboration?
This work was actually produced as part of c + f. We were offered
a show in a large space in upstate New York in 1980 in a space
called Hasting’s Retreat, where we also had a six-month residency.
Due to the size of the space and length of time we had to work,
we decided to each occupy one large gallery space and create an
individual installation as well as creating a collaborative installation
in the fourth gallery space. Knowing about the residency some time
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ahead, I had begun on a year-long project where I would work on two
pieces of work a day: one painting and one sculpture, measuring 20 x
20cm. The paintings were installed on the wall, as in the exhibition
here, in a grid with 20cm between each work. The sculptures sat on
small 20 x 20 x 20cm wooden cubes on the floor, extending from the
wall works. The collaborative piece was a series of muslin banners
hanging from the ceiling onto which we projected a series of colours
and shapes.
Were you acquainted with the year-long projects of artists like Lygia Pape from
Brazil’s Neo-Concrete movement, such as Livro de Tempo (Book of Time),
from the early ‘60s?
Of course, yes, I saw that work when I was in Brazil, in Pape’s studio.
But funnily enough, by the time I made my own work in 1975, I had
forgotten about Lygia’s work. Your question has been asked me by a
number of interviewers, wondering if I had consciously modelled my
work on hers. There have been a number of artists who have created
works on a daily basis, one work a day to track time: Andy Warhol,
On Kowara, etc. My work actually had built into itself a marking of
time, by me using the day’s newspaper as its ground. I would cover
my small panels in newspaper and then gesso them, with a medium
mixed in with the gesso to allow a small amount of transparency. Up
close you could see that the painted or sculpted triangles were sitting
on the news of the day. I made sure the date was legible on the work,
even if most of the other content of the newspaper was obscured by
the white wash.
With the death of Bernard Hutting in 1998, marking the end of colour + form
as an entity, the 1988–1998 room is dedicated to the later work of c + f, with
documentation of the entire span of the project and small collections of each of
your smaller individual works.
Yes, we had such a marvellous time in retirement and the most fun
working together. Opportunities flourished and we created some
really exciting works: kinetic pieces, collaborations with other artist’s
groups. We also had the time to work away from one another, with
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Bernard focussing on music and Hilary on performance. I stayed
with my allotted shape and colour and enjoyed making slow pieces.
The series of small tapestries are examples of this.
With Bernard’s death, Hilary and I were at a loss at how to continue.
We did a few pieces together. But with only two forms and colours,
yellow triangles for me and red squares for Hilary, the essence of the
project was lost. For ten years we continued sharing a studio and
working on a more modest scale, less materially. I mainly produced
projections, often in relation to another artist’s project. These ambient
works created atmosphere and visual interest to music compositions,
food events and spoken word. It was lovely for me to be working with
a younger generation in what was now called ‘relational art’; projects
without any necessary outcome, apart from enjoyment of the company
in a created environment. I did these projection installations often in
houses and apartments as well as in small artist-run galleries. Hilary
became very interested in textile production and created designs for
rugs and fabrics using the red square. We worked together on some of
the textile designs, but really it was Hilary’s interest.
The 1998–2008 room then shows my projections, including
documentation of the projections in various spaces. Some of the textile
collaborations with Hilary can be seen in the catalogue for the show.
With the death of Hilary in 2009, the final room is a kind of testimonial to
colour + form, with you using all three forms in a wall work or mural covering
the four walls of the gallery. Did it feel strange or liberating to be painting the
forms in the colours of your late collaborators?
It was a decision I made once I knew that I had this show, most
conscious that the exhibition would be a retrospective of not only
my own work but also the only retrospective exhibition of colour +
form. When I was selecting the work for the exhibition, I felt that in
some way Hilary and Bernard were keeping me company, that I was
doing the show for the three of us. It seemed only right for the last
room to continue to enact our collaboration, with me making it on
our group’s behalf.
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It is such a large work, in beautiful washes of colour, not unlike the late works of
Sol Le Witt. You had students assist you in the installation of this work in the
gallery, is that correct?
Yes, it was so delightful to work with the students. I did not intend
the work to be so fresco-like in its application, but I left this up to the
students. My image of the work was that it would be in completely
flat, with matt colours, with hard edges. But, for this grand gesture,
I decided to let go of my own mark and leave the type of brushwork
up to the students. It took me back to my teaching days. With young
children, you would never force them to colour in neatly (I detest
colouring-in books, and feel that they hinder a child’s development).
In fact, the whole work was more workshopped by us, with us cutting
up shapes and arranging them by agreement, or consensus. This cutup collage, I guess, was what the final mural was based on. It’s quite
a joyous work, I like to think.
Yes, it is oddly lyrical, sitting there amongst all those other hard-edged works.
Well, here’s to you, and I hope you enjoy your and colour + form’s major
retrospective. Is there anything you would like to add?
No, thank you. I might head off to my studio now.
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colour + form, Sandra Bridie with Hazel Sorenson at Adjacent Space, 1975
Digital print on paper, 59 x 84cm, 2013

colour + form, Hilary Sorenson with daughter Hazel at Adjacent Space, 1975
Digital print on paper, 59 x 84cm, 2013
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colour + form, Bernard Hutting at Adjacent Space, 1975
Digital print on paper, 59 x 84cm, 2013

Artists group Exhibit A engaging with art + play by colour + form at projectLEFT, Paris, 1975
Digital print on paper, 59 x 84cm, 2012
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Sandra Bridie, Triangles 1. Colour interactive projection, 1967
Selected digital projection stills, 2016
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colour + form, revisiting Coloured Light Plays, artist’s residency Berlin, 1980
Digital documentation of performance and projection event, 2013
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Sandra Bridie, Yellow on White #1, 1992
Coloured silk thread on tapestry canvas, wooden hoop,
11 x 11cm, 2015
Sandra Bridie, Yellow on White #2, 1993
Coloured silk thread on tapestry canvas, wooden hoop,
11 x 11cm, 2017
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